KROHNE S.A.S.
2 Allé des Ors, Romans su Isère 26100, France

is hereby authorized to continue to apply the
3-A Symbol to the models of equipment, conforming to 3-A Sanitary Standards for:

Number 74-06
74-06 (Sensors and Sensor Fittings and Connections)

CIP Models: Level Switch. OPTISWITCH 4000 with Model codes: VF394xxH [CM or CN or LA]xPxxx; OPTISWITCH 6500 C with Model codes: VGP941[1 or 4]xxxB0x; OPTISWITCH 6600 C with Model code: VGPA411xxxxBx; OPTISWITCH 5150 C with Model codes: VF154xx[CBN or CBP or CAP or TAN or TAP or LAN or LAP]xxxxxx; OPTISWITCH 5250 C with Model codes: VF164xx[CBN or CBP or CAP or TAN or TAP or LAN or LAP]xxxxxx.

Potentiometric Level Transmitter. BM 500 with Model code: VGP34[1 or 2]Gx1000.

Inductive Conductivity Sensor. OPTISYS IND 8100 with Model code: VGBA45xxxx11x.

Accessories. Adaptor Model codes: KPH1-324E, KPH1-524E, KPH1-3213, KPH1-3216, KPH1-5213, KPH1-5216, KPH3-324E, KPH3-3213, KPH3-3216, KPH3-3221, KPH3-3224, KPH3-3225, KPH3-3254, KPH3-3255, KPH3-5224, KPH3-5225, KPH3-5254, KPH3-5255, KPW2-321, KPW2-521, KPW2-621, KPW2-626, KPW3-321 and KPW3-322.

VALID THROUGH: December 31, 2018

Timothy R. Rugh
Executive Director
3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc.

The issuance of this authorization for the use of the 3-A Symbol is based upon the voluntary certification, by the applicant for it, that the equipment listed above complies fully with the 3-A Sanitary Standard(s) designated. Legal responsibility for compliance is solely that of the holder of this Certificate of Authorization, and 3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc. does not warrant that the holder of an authorization at all times complies with the provisions of the said 3-A Sanitary Standards. This in no way affects the responsibility of 3-A Sanitary Standards, Inc. to take appropriate action in such cases in which evidence of nonconformance has been established.

NEXT TPV INSPECTION/REPORT DUE: February 2023